Chi-Li Pao HKU Enrichment Year
CARE and Chi-Li Pao (CLP) USA have partnered with Hong Kong University (HKU) for their Enrichment Year Program. This year-long program invites one outstanding HKU student to Stanford University to pursue high-level research with conjunction with Stanford Faculty.
Enrichment Year at Stanford University

The HKU Enrichment Year (EY) is specially designed to facilitate the enhancement of students’ total learning experience. Students are encouraged to initiate their own teaching and learning activities along the University’s six educational aims:

1. Pursuit of academic/professional excellence, critical intellectual inquiry and life-long learning
2. Tackling novel situations and ill-defined problems
3. Critical self-reflection, greater understanding of others, and upholding personal and professional ethics
4. Intercultural understanding and global citizenship;
5. Communications and collaboration; and
6. Leadership and advocacy for the improvement of the human condition
Program Leadership Team

Bryant Lin, MD, MEng
CARE Co-Founder & Co-Director

Gloria Kim, MD
CARE Director of Educational Programs

Karina Kim, AM
CARE Education Program Manager
Goals

- Research
  - Disease Area
  - Clinical trials design and execution
- Data Analysis Methods
- Connections with students and faculty
- Learn about medical research in the United States
- Have fun!
Overview of the EY at Stanford University

- Year-long core research project with a faculty member
- Optional additional projects aligned with student interest
- Academic events on campus
- Opportunity to sit in on Stanford classes
- Personalized mentorship from Stanford CARE faculty
- Opportunities to explore the Bay Area, California
Students will be matched with an investigator

- Gastric Cancer – Joo Ha Hwang
- Cardiac EP – Paul Wang
- Medical Technology – Fumiaki Ikeno
- Data Science – Latha Palaniappan
- Alcohol Flush – Eric Gross, Che-Hong Chen
- Mental Health - Rona Hu
- Immigrant Density and Neighborhood Health Outcomes – Robert Huang
- Lung Cancer – Alison Kurian
- And many more…

Full list of Associated CARE Faculty on our website

Alan Cheng, MD
Professor of Otolaryngology

Audrey Ching
22-23 EY Student at Stanford
Optional Courses

The EY at Stanford offers the opportunity for our Scholars to take courses beyond medicine...

- MED 268 – Survey of Asian Health
- MED 227 - Drug Development: Key Issues in Regulation, Benefit vs Risk, and Commercialization
- MED 281 – How to Change the World (for the Better)
- MED 291 – Diagnostic Medicine on Television: Truths vs. Theatrics
- PSYC 226 - Asian American Culture and Medicine
- STATS 160 – Workshop in Biostatistics
- EPI 259 - Introduction to Probability and Statistics for Epidemiology
- ASNAMST186B: Asian American Art
- ASNAMST224: Asian American Racialization in Education
- ASNAMST163: Movements & Migrations
- ASNAMST100: Introduction to Asian American Studies
- ASNAMST110: The Development of the Southeast Asian American Communities: A comparative analysis
- ASNAMST91A: Asian American Autobiography
- ASNAMST169D: Contemporary Asian American Stories
Other Educational Activities

• Grand Rounds (Surgery, Medicine, Endocrine, Cardiology, Psychiatry, Rheumatology, Pediatrics, etc.)
• Monthly Community Health Talks
• APAMSA and other student groups
• Gastric Cancer Summit (November)
• CARE Scholars Summer Research Symposium (August)
• Health Fairs in the Community
• And many more events on campus…
Responsibilities

CARE/PI

• Work with the Bechtel Center to assist with visa documentation
• Arrange for HIPAA training and CITI human research training
• Match student with principal investigators (PI)
• PI will have students assist on research and mentor student
• Available for emergencies

Student/HKU

• Obtain visa from the US Consulate
• Arrange for housing and travel to US
• Arrange transportation to and from housing and Stanford
• Schedule regular meetings with PI
Application Timeline

- October, 2022: Applications Now Open on CARE website
- January 13th, 2023: Deadline to Apply
- February, 2023: Interviews with CARE and HKU
- March, 2023: Final Decisions on HKU Candidate
- March, 2023: Begin planning for US Visa process
- July, 2023: Finalize paperwork and prepare for the year abroad
- September, 2023: Begin Fall Quarter!
Applications Now Open!

Requirements:

• Personal Statement:
  – 500-1,000 words - Why do you want to spend your Enrichment Year at Stanford

• Project Example
  – 250-500 words - Please describe any significant project that you brought from initiation to completion (can be in any area – not necessarily research/medicine)

• Upload CV
• References

Students are encouraged to apply using the SlideRoom link on our website.
Deadline to Apply: January 13th, 2023
Questions?

- Look at our CARE website to learn more
- Reach out to Program Manager, Karina Kim with any questions

We look forward to reviewing your applications and welcoming you to Stanford University!